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Game of Tropes: Racefail

I’m late to Game of Thrones - but I caught up.  And I couldn’t help pho-toshopping this picture of Khal Drogo as a Klingon.  Anyone sad enough
to be familiar with both GOT and Star Trek knows exactly what I’m talk-

ing about. 
The Klingons are the Dothraki of Star Trek - the scary, warmongering

Other from the Heart of Darkness out in deep space.  The great thing
about imaginary black and brown people is that white sci-fi/fantasy writ-
ers can project their repressed oriental fetishes onto a blank canvas with-
out taking responsibility – “WHAT DO YOU MEAN IT’S RACIST, THERE’S
NO SUCH THING AS KLINGONS OR DOTHRAKI! How can we be racist to-
wards people WHO DON’T EVEN EXIST??”  Funny how it’s always real
black and brown people who have to play the role of the imaginary ‘non-
existent’ warrior/tribal/primitive/race. (With the exception of the original
Star Trek, which had white actors in blackface as Klingons … lol)

You can dress it up as fantasy, but we know who you’re talking about.
GoT wasted no time in establishing the Dothraki as a horde of raping,

warring animals who have no word for ‘thank you’ and enjoy public sex
games and deaths at a wedding.  The codes are never original: love of
war and pillaging, animalistic sex rituals (anyone remember this tender
moment on Star Trek: TNG - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hN-
MwxY4-Vk), some ‘noble savage’ warrior code that glorifies conquest, au-
thoritarian social order, growling, pumped up men and hyper-sexual
women, beards, braids, boobs blah, blah blah.  The Dothraki are a grab
bag of every native/savage/other signifier you can think of.

But this isn’t just about imagery and brown people looking bad on
TV – the Dothraki storyline is just a stepping stone for Dany’s overall sto-
ryline which is more deeply racist - essentially, a liberal white woman who
goes around saving and civilising brown people.  The subtext of Dany’s
story is a cultural war where Dany’s enlightened values triumph over
lesser ones, where whiteness is both a conquering and civilising force.

It begins with taming the savage Drogo who rapes her “like a hound
takes a bitch,” on their wedding night (and every night after that) - until
she teaches him the tender-
ness of looking him in the
eyes when they sleep to-
gether. Then, the reforming
of Dothraki customs: Dany
prevents the rape of female
prisoners and even gets
Drogo to back her against
the wishes of his riders.  Fi-
nally, she establishes her-
self as a leader when she
gives birth to her dragons
(at this point the brown peo-
ple literally prostrate them-
selves to her).

Barbarian cultures who
don’t know how to treat
women bowing in the face of superior technology and military arsenal
(Dragons are basically the advanced fighter jets of the GoT universe) –
does this feel familiar?  She then goes from city to city freeing slaves who
dutifully join her quest.  Dany’s story is, at its heart, a neocon wet dream.
She is Laura Bush, advocating for the invasion of Iraq under the pretext
of saving its women who are desperate to live a life like hers.

I feel like we are supposed to
root for Dany because she is becoming a
strong woman; originally meek and
abused by her brother, she outsmarts
men at their own game.  We are sup-
posed to forget that she is fighting for
nothing more than her own sense of en-
titlement to the throne, like some upper-
class brat who loses her family’s fortune

and eventually manages to become CEO of her own corporation.  Some-
how all the grateful brown people she liberates are happy to march behind
her for the sake of an imperial project that they have no stake in.  Oh -
like every good white liberal, she manages to pick up a Black Best Friend
(Missandei) along the way.

The Season 3 finale took things to the next level; after liberating an-
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other city of slaves, Dany waits to see whether
she will be greeted as a liberator or conqueror.
(the writers try to get off the hook by acknowledg-
ing that she is aware of the difference). In fact,
she gets a better deal - they claim her as their
‘Mother.’  She ends up crowdsurfing over the
brown people like some kind of Tagaryan Bono
with all of the smug satisfaction of a gap-year
backpacker that has just built an orphanage in a
village somewhere.

Anyway. It’s just a TV show, right?

PART II

Wow. Apparently Daenerys Stormborn’s other
title is Mother of Fandoms, since angry nerds
across the world are telling me to STFU like I just
insulted their mum.  Here’s a Top 10
list of the things angry GoT fans
have said to me about my first
post (link below), and my re-
sponses:

1. YOU HAVEN’T READ THE
BOOKS! You’re right. I have
other stuff to do.

2. BUT IT’S DIFFERENT IN
THE BOOKS! Good. I
watched the TV show and
my comments are about
the TV show.

3. BUT IT DOESN’T
WORK OUT FOR DANY,
YOU’LL SEE!!  THEY’RE
SUBVERTING THE TROPE!! It
doesn’t matter if it works out for Dany or not.
This is not about whether she ultimately wins or
loses (we know this show loves setting people up
for a downfall) – it’s about the foreign cultures
she encounters and her relationship to them.

If she learns a harsh lesson about how she
can’t win by liberating people it doesn’t change
the fact that the show clearly presents a cen-
tral West and a foreign, exotic East with sav-
age practices like slavery - clearly outlawed
in Westeros.   Once again, the Other serves
as a convenient prop piece for the journey
and development of a white character, and
we read and approve/disprove of their culture
and practices through her eyes.

Failing to liberate/unite/save the Other in the
East might be a harsh lesson in realism for Dany,
but will not undo the fundamental dichotomy pre-
sented in GOT – a West that is roughly grounded
in a culture and history we recognise, versus the
savage, exotic Prince of Persia/Aladdin fantasy
theme park of the East.

Plot developments like that might question
whether it’s possible to tame  ‘savage’ and ‘dan-
gerous’ cultures – but not why people should be
presented as ‘savage’ or ‘backwards’ in the first
place - why there are such ‘civilised’ vs ‘un-
civilised’ worlds in this universe to begin with.
Just like the material failure to ‘liberate’ Iraq and
Afghanistan in the face of a growing ‘insurgency’
have not proven to the West that its notions of
cultural supremacy are fundamentally flawed
and racist from the outset.

Below: (1) Ain’t no party like a Dothraki wedding,

AMIRITE? (2) some good old-fashioned arm-
swinging, fire-dancing (3) NOM NOM NOM! Fin-
ger lickin’ good - personally, I prefer my stallion
hearts medium rare (4) “I WILL RAPE THEIR
WOMEN!” What’s not to love about this dude?
Such a romantic.

4. WHY DON’T YOU TALK ABOUT SEXISM? GAME
OF THRONES IS SUPER MISOGYNIST! Really? The
show where women get sold and hired and raped
all the time?  And when people aren’t being
raped, people are trying to rape them or threat-
ening to rape them or talking about how they will
probably be raped?  This show has more rape ref-
erences per episode than an average season of
Law and Order: SVU.  Pretty sure people have
mentioned that already.  Still, GoT’s approach to
gender figures into its premises about race.

Despite the show basically celebrating rape
through its casual, graphic

fetishism, GoT attempts
to construct

a certain
moral code around its
characters’ attitudes towards sex-
ual violence.  Dany’s evil brother touches her.
Joffrey, a villain, brutalises prostitutes, publicly
has Sansa sexually humiliated, and threatens to
rape her.  Tyrion demonstrates his nobility when
he rescues Sansa from Joffrey, outright refuses
his father’s orders to rape Sansa for the sake of
an heir, and falls in love with Shae despite her
being a prostitute and off limits to someone of his
standing.  Brienne takes her revenge on three
Stark soldiers who admit to raping a girl, and even
Jaime Lannister gets a redemption story when he
saves Brienne from getting raped by Locke and
his men, at the cost of losing his hand.

Khal Drogo, on the other hand, casually
rapes his wife on their wedding night and makes
an epic speech pacing around a fire where he
proudly claims that he will rape the women of
Westeros while his troops cheer him on.  Rape is

simply presented as an inherent, celebrated ele-
ment of Dothraki culture.

5. IF YOU GO LOOKING FOR RACISM, YOU WILL
FIND IT. I have never gone looking for racism,
racism finds me and slaps me in the face.  HOW
DOES IT ALWAYS KNOW WHERE TO FIND ME?

6. ARE YOU CALLING ME RACIST FOR LIKING
GAME OF THRONES? I have no idea whether you
are racist or not. But your violent reaction to me
calling out some pretty obvious points about
imaginary people on a FANTASY TV SHOW makes
me wonder.

7. IN GAME OF THRONES, ALL CULTURES ARE
SAVAGE AND EVERYONE’S A BARBARIAN. It’s true,
in GoT almost all cultures go to war, everyone
fights and people from all cultures are shown
doing unsavoury things.  But not all barbarians are
created equal.  Only certain cultures demand that
a woman eat a raw stallion heart in front of people
wailing in a made up language.  Only certain cul-

tures allow and exist entirely on slave trad-
ing and slave-based economies.

Only certain cultures
have violent sex orgies at
their weddings, and only
certain cultures sell armies
of castrated brown warrior-
eunuchs (the Unsullied).
And none of these things
happen to be in Eurocentric
Westeros.

8. WHAT ABOUT THE
WILDLINGS?  AREN’T THEY ALSO
PORTRAYED AS BARBARIC? The
Wildlings are interesting.  Through-
out the show we hear about them
being everything from savages to
bestiality loving cannibals, but
when we finally meet them they
turn out to be, well…regular white
people in matching furry parkas.

White culture exists as a
spectrum in the GOT universe; the
Lannisters are the rich, entitled, aristo-
cratic upper-class toffs, the Starks are
the honest, hard-working aspiratonal
middle class, and the Wildlings (and Hill-
tribes) are the working class.  The whole
Jon Snow/Ygritte storyline is as Disney as
GoT gets with its nobleman-in-love-with-the-
common-girl dynamic.  At one point they

agree that they even come from the same ances-
tors, and question why they are fighting at all. 

White people in GoT have an array of com-
peting desires, internal conflict, and interesting
moral issues to grapple with.  They come from
different classes and backgrounds which inform
their view of the world, creating believable rela-
tionships and interactions between characters.
You know, like real people.

9. IT’S JUST FANTASY!! Fantasy reflects your sub-
conscious desires.

10. ARE YOU CALLING ME RACIST? See (6). u

For more see http://aamerrahman.tumblr.com/
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The US historian Frank Van Nuys once
described racism as ‘the great national
safety value,’ a means for the powerful

and well-to-do to take the heat off themselves
by shifting the blame for the consequences
of increasing wealth inequality, of which they
were the direct beneficiaries, onto minorities
too numerically weak to organise effective op-
position. As seems to be the rule with history,
this continues to be true into the present.

The lynchpin for the ‘great national safety
valve,’ as David Roediger points out, was the
‘wages of whiteness.’ This latter phrase was
derived from an observation made by W.E.B.
Du Bois, who wrote of a ‘public and psycho-
logical wage’ paid to white workers who iden-
tified with their white masters on the basis of
arbitrary characteristics of appearance —
rather than with their fellow workers on the
basis of concrete economic interests, regard-
less of their ethnicity.

In his classic study of ‘The Wages of
Whiteness,’ Roediger expands on this theme,
demonstrating how the wealthy and powerful
employed whiteness historically to create the
illusion of a community of interests between
ruling and ruled, one based on the ethnicity
of the dominant group. Included in the illogic
of racism was a tacit bargain with white work-
ers: submit to our authority and we won’t
treat you as badly as the others. White work-
ers who accepted this bargain would likely
not enjoy meaningful advances in their living
standards in the form of collective bargaining
wins, but they would be paid off for their docil-
ity with small privileges denied their non-
white brethren.

In this way, as Roediger, Van Nuys and nu-
merous others (eg. John Higham, Howard
Zinn) have demonstrated, ruling groups were
often quite effectively able to dampen down
the kinds of class antagonisms that, chan-
nelled into constructive activities such as
labour organising and social struggle, might
have in the long run effected meaningful
change. Rather than dealing with the causes
of wealth inequality and all that encom-
passed in terms of social misery, ruling
groups could, in the words of Cheryl Harris,
utilise the great national safety value in ‘evad-
ing rather than confronting class exploitation’
(Whiteness as Property, 1741).

Such tactics constituted, one might
argue, some of the oldest tricks in the politi-
cal handbook—divide and conquer in partic-
ular. Creating conflict between subject
classes or groups by giving small privileges to
one especially is classic social control behav-
iour. Otherwise, while those guilty of perpe-

trating injustice and inequality through class
exploitation might have had a case to answer
for criminal behaviour, they could avoid being
held to account as long as they gave back
some of the proceeds of their criminal activity
through what were essentially bribes to some
of their victims.

For the victims it was not only a bribe to
look the other way, it was also an incentive
not to engage in collective bargaining strug-
gles that did not have a guaranteed outcome
in terms of better wages or increased control
over working conditions. To the extent that
workers were already subject to a form of
Stockholm Syndrome having been born into
a state of economic subjection to capital, the
wages of whiteness merely served to rein-
force what Erich Fromm referred to as the
‘fear of freedom’ — the terror that someone
might want to one day help us to free our-
selves from the chains of economic subjec-
tion wrought by poverty rooted in economic
monopoly. For such attitudes to prevail and
to become strengthened in what was osten-
sibly a democracy was catastrophic for the
ideals with which it tended to associate itself.

The logic of the great national safety valve
and the wages of whiteness are clearly at play
in the moral panic around border security cur-
rently being bandied about by the Abbott gov-
ernment, and the various ALP leaderships
before that. This is also arguably true of the
narratives surrounding terrorism and unknown
brown men from across the seas coming to
threaten our way of life, into which the scare
campaign around border security naturally
feeds.

It is certainly clear that Australia as a na-
tion has been compromised; one struggles to

find anyone who thinks Australia is the one
sung about in our national anthem — espe-
cially not apparently when it comes to the line
about having ‘boundless plains to share.’ The
problem as always is to agree on the cause;
as various newspapers have reported in re-
cent years (‘Rich and poor divide underesti-
mated,’ The Age, 15/5/11; Gap between rich
and poor widening,’ The Age, 26/5/11;;
Oxfam: 85 richest people as wealthy as poor-
est half of the world,’ The Guardian,
20/1/14) wealth inequality is sharply on the
rise.

For many, these are the fruits of neoliber-
alism and policies that expedite the upwards
transferral of wealth. For those attempting to
employ the great national safety valve by of-
fering the wages of whiteness, and for those
who buy them, the causes are elsewhere —
the fault, apparently, of those who have nei-
ther control at all over economic policy nor
the ear of those who do.

Another great historian, Joseph Schum-
peter, once observed of the Roman Empire
that the position of the senatorial aristocracy
‘would have become untenable the moment
the Roman citizen thought he was menaced
by an enemy’ (namely, the senatorial aristoc-
racy). Since ‘the alternative to war was agrar-
ian reform,’ the ancient equivalent of wealth
redistribution, ‘the landed aristocracy could
counter the perpetual threat of revolution
only with the glory of victorious leadership’
(Imperialism and Social Classes, 51-52).

And so it remains, the moral disengage-
ment of the senatorial aristocracy of ancient
times mirroring that of the corporate one of
today. The War for the Border, like the War
against Terrorism that preceded it, is indica-
tive of the same fear of the foreigner that pro-
vides the emotional impetus to the great
national safety valve.

George Santayana once said that those
who don’t learn from history are condemned
to repeat it, and those who do are con-
demned to watch everyone else repeat it.
This certainly seems to be the case where the
logic of whiteness and the great national
safety valve is concerned. Fear for the future
of one’s family, community and society is cer-
tainly understandable; the question in partic-
ular for those of us of the dominant ethnicity
would appear to be whether we address the
actual causes of the problem, or whether we
accept the wages of whiteness, and in so
doing perpetuate the suffering of others. u

Ben Debney is director of the ISPH.
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Every now and then the country gets its knickers in a twist about one
thing or other. Whether it be The Mail accusing refugees of eating
swans or hysteria about teen pregnancy. These sweeping waves of mis-

trust, fear, and criticism (among other things) are known as "moral panics",
the groups they focus on, as "folk devils". Stan Cohen coined both these
terms in the late 1960s. We had a chat with him about why people get so
freaked out by deviants. 

Vice: You came up with the terms in the 1960s – what were you working on
at the time, and how did you come to define moral panics? Stan Cohen:
Many of us were starting to write a countercultural version of traditional crim-
inology, we used the term then, as it was very much created by the group of
sociologists and sociologist working around these ideas in the late 60s. Peo-
ple like myself, and Jock Young, who wrote a book called The Drugtakers,
these were the first few books in what became known as the "new criminol-
ogy", or "the sociology of deviance". It was the mods and rockers phenomenon
that I did my field research on.

So were you researching criminology, or sociology? Well I see criminology as
a branch of sociology. For me it’s the same, it’s the sociology of crime, de-
viance, and social problems. I was working on my PHD in 64-65, when the
original mods and rockers confrontations were happening at the seaside. I
used to go down to Margate and places like that over bank holiday weekends,
conduct interviews and fieldwork.

Can you give me some quick definitions of moral panic and folk devils? Yes.
In terms of the reaction to delinquency, categories like crime aren’t fixed, they
depend on social reaction. So those kind of new theories placed a lot of em-
phasis on the way society reacts to deviance or rule-breaking. Moral panics
are expressions of disapproval, condemnation, or criticism, that arise every
now and then to phenomenon, which could be defined as deviant. The ex-
ample I took was the perceived misbehavior, which we would now call "anti-
social behavior", of teenagers which was really exaggerated, and out of
proportion to the original events.

The moral part is the condemnation and social disapproval, and the panic
is the element of hysteria and over reaction. Which subsequently can be ap-
plied to all sorts of waves of phenomenon. It is largely created by the media:
no media – no moral panic. The media are carriers of moral panics, which
they either initiate themselves, or they carry the message of other groups.
We see things about unmarried mothers, failing schools, the current crisis
about children in care. These are all distinguishable moral panics, and the
argument is that the reaction to deviance inflates and increases these
groups.

So if a moral panic is proportional to the perceived moral threat, it is no
longer a moral panic? Is it the disproportion that defines it? I think that’s
right. The theory works on the assumption of disproportionality. That is a point
that has divided a lot of people. It is not a requirement of a moral panic that
it be exaggerated, but I think you could call it a factor. It’s a sticky point.

When you coined the term, it was based so much on contemporary goings
on, how do you feel about the habit and practice of applying "moral panic"
as a term to historical events like pogroms and witch hunts? Is that a valid
use of the term? It can be taken a bit too far. It is fine if it just sees these as
historical parallels, but historical examples are obviously lacking some of the
main features of "moral panics". It’s OK to use a comparison as long as you
realize that we are talking about very different types of phenomenon, partic-
ularly in reference to media. These historical panics were not media driven
in the way that modern ones are, nor are they often attached to popular cul-
ture. Whereas the groups that I studied were deeply attached to modern pop
culture - it just boiled down to a difference in consumer styles, mods were
consumers, broken away from 50s style, on the scooters, Ben Sherman
shirts, the precursor of today’s stylistic people. The rocker was drawing on
the older, working class culture, the remnant of 50s culture. Both groups
ended up as caricatures of themselves.

Do subjects of moral panics ever become empowered by the moral scrutiny
they come under? Can a group gain from being folk devils? It’s a good ques-
tion, but usually the power of the media is so great that just emphasises their
lack of power. They are the objects of media reaction. It is true that some-
times deviants fight back against the labels, the kind of sociological term we
use for that is "labeling theory" or "social reaction theory". The power of pow-
erful groups, media, police, the criminal justice system, professionals and so
on, to label people. But you are right, too much emphasis on the power of
the social reaction might lead us to ignore cases where subjects fight back.

If you look at the history of counter-cultures, you have the least powerful
at one end, and at the other the most powerful intellectually motivated coun-
tercultures who are folk devils that fight back – they might be empowered,
especially if they are treated unfairly.

Did you at the time feel that you took any side in the confrontation between
the media and the folk devils you were studying? I know what you mean, but
I think I was genuinely trying to understand the social reaction. I wasn’t fight-
ing a battle on behalf of the mods or the rockers. My personal sympathies
lay with the underdog, as they still do. But at that time it was not so great an
issue. The mods or rockers were not real carriers of any substantial opposi-
tion or political message, that would be to romanticize them far too much. I
try to see things from both sides. I spent the day in the clubs and on the
beaches, then going back to my flat to change into a suit to interview the po-
lice and magistrates in the evening.

So are moral panics inherently a bad thing? No. There are good moral pan-
ics, and bad. There are moral panics that highlight worthy problems. Society
does, at times, deny the presence of certain problems, things are normalised.
There was a horrible example recently of an incest case where you had two
decades of normalisation, people had covered it up and denied it, what we
actually needed there was a good moral panic. Social reaction theory or MP
theory is not very significant if it just looks at the over reaction, it has to pro-
duce cases of under reaction too.

The singling out of major atrocities for example, those are beneficial
moral panics. Things like huge campaigns to try and solve problems in the
third world, to stamp out disease and so on.

Do you think that widespread fears, and general dissatisfaction in a popu-
lation can make a it less vulnerable to these panics? I don’t think so. The
jaded argument doesn’t really apply. Certainly people are overwhelmed by
the amount of information they are getting, that might make some difference,
information overload is a big issue these days. People are asked so often to
help a cause, contribute money, and so on. But at the same time we remain
in a state of crisis, as always, about the moral boundaries of society. As long
as there is not one single set of moral values across a whole society, there
will always be these episodes of moral panic. u

This article originally appeared at vice.com/en_uk/read/mods-rockers-folk-
devils-deviants

Mods, Rockers, Folk Devils, Deviants
by BRUCE LE VRAI


